American Journal of Botany: Examples of Citations

Journal

Other journal citation information:
standardize parts: . . . rain forest. I. Species of . . .
journal names are spelled out:
Advances in Research and Technology of Seeds, part 2: 86–106.
American Naturalist (Do not include the leading "The" for journals, New Phytologist)
International Journal of Plant Sciences (note plural)
Nature Reviews Genetics
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, B, Biological Sciences 350: 39–43, 111–130. (Delete “series” before “B”)
Physiologia Plantarum
Plant Cell
Plant, Cell & Environment (“and” is also acceptable)
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA (note plural and comma; USA should not be spelled out)
Ciencia y Naturaleza (Quito)—if BIOSIS shows parenthetical location in bold, then set in italics as part of journal name include diacritics: Madroño

Book

Other book citation information:
publisher information should include name and complete location (city, state, country):
spell out names of states for U.S. publishers: Springer-Verlag, New York, New York, USA
use English spelling (as in Webster’s Geographical Dictionary) for names of foreign cities and countries: Munich, Germany; Zurich, Switzerland; Mexico City, Mexico
If more than one city for publisher, use closest city.

Book in a series

Chapter in a book

Computer program

Dissertation

Websites (no print version)
HEAP, I. 2006. The international survey of herbicide resistant weeds [online]. Website http://www.weedscience.com/ [accessed 00 Month Year].
STEVENS, P. F. 2001 onward. Angiosperm phylogeny website, version 8, June 2007 [more or less continuously updated]. Website http://www.mobot.org/MOBOT/research/APweb/ [accessed 00 Month Year].
WATSON, L., AND M. J. DALLWITZ. 1999. Grass genera of the world: descriptions, illustrations, identification, and information retrieval; including synonyms, morphology, anatomy, physiology, phytochemistry, cytology, classification, pathogens, world and local distribution, and references. Website http://biodiversity.uno.edu/delta/ [accessed 00 Month Year].

Symposium proceedings—as book


Technical report